Introduction
The study of human movement is very important to some fields, such as engineering bionics, ergonomics, aerospace, military defense, biomedical, sports competition [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Image recognition method based on computer vision has been widely used in human motion tests [8, 9] . The research goal of computer vision is to enable computers to perceive three-dimensional environment through the two-dimensional image, which can make some post-processing, such as three-dimensional reconstruction and visual position. Camera calibration accuracy directly affects the performance of vision measurement system. First, perform calibration individually for each camera, and then global calibration using various camera constraints, to improve accuracy of camera calibration [10] . Since computer vision belongs to reverse problem, the depth will be lost in projection, and subject to interference of light, material properties, human faces, and other physical factors. Current is lacking of understanding about visual and intelligence mechanism of human [11] [12] [13] . So, there is a considerable gap between computer vision and human vision. This paper presents a human motion capture system based on computer vision using binocular camera to solve the above problems.
Materials and Methods
Software platform framework of the system is as shown in Fig. 1 .
1. The initial tracking point of video was confirmed in the initialization phase and the model parameters were initialized. (2) Camera calibration The calibration method based on OpenCV was used. The inside and outside parameters of cameras were obtained by extraction of the corners of Othello checkerboard 8 × 9 (5cm × 5cm / grid).
(3) Build test environment The binocular cameras were used avoiding direct natural light. The shooting background was as simple as possible. All three yellow and green papers (5cm × 5cm/ sheet) were respectively affixed to hip, knee and ankle joints of the body.
(4) Two cameras simultaneously capture The network cables of two cameras simultaneously were connected the network port of frame grabber (Figure 2 ).
2. The feature objects were extracted on the basis of the timing attribute or spatial properties of video in the tracking phase.
3. The motion estimation was based on motion model in the pose estimation phase. 4. The de-noising, smoothing and formatting of motion data were completed in the organization or recognition phase. The legs actions were restored by serializing the data of motion capture.
(1) Color calibration and background separation The position of landmarks was determined by the colors extraction through OpenCV function, clicking a color on the video image and ignoring background.
(2) Real-time synchronization of motion model The window of skeleton model was popped-up by Setdlgitem function, the wireframe models were drawn by Showimage function, binding the coordinates of human space and models. 
Results and Discussion
The system is able to display realistically three-dimensional human motion through wireframe model and skeletal model (Fig. 3) . The body posture may manually edited by the system (Fig. 4) . The knee flexion and ankle plantar flexion angles of human body may outputted by the system (Fig. 5) . The system with parallel binocular camera does not capture the motion of side and back of human body. Increasing the number of cameras is proposed in order to capture more comprehensive of human movement from multiple perspectives. The resolution and shooting rate of the cameras in the system is low, which cause motion blur, and greater impact of messy background and illumination changes on the extraction of identification point. Infrared cameras may be used to improve the extraction accuracy of objects, which can expand the application scope of the system. We recommend that the system is connected force platform measuring ground reaction force in order to analyze the dynamics of human motion, further clarify the mechanism of biomechanics.
Conclusions
This human motion capture system very well complete its indicators, achieved better trial results, meet the basic requirements of human motion assessment, that can be further popularized in the relevant fields of biomechanics. At the same time the system confirmed the feasibility of constructing a three-dimensional human body model by the binocular based on extraction of color-coded identification point, which will promote the development of computer vision technology.
